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We know a thing or two about keyboards...
This brochure only tells 1% of the story.
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Ceratech was established in 1982 as UK agents for one of America's largest keyboard
manufacturers, KeyTronic. Things quickly progressed and today Ceratech boasts one of the
largest, most diverse ranges of keyboards in the UK.

Full Size Keyboards
Full Size Mice
Non-Coruptable USB Memory
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It would have been easy for Ceratech to develop into a broad line distributor but as history has proved, many
IT distributors have flourished and failed under the vagaries of our industry. Back in 1982 Ceratech made the
right decision to specialise this gives us the right to say “know your business then stick to it”.

In the early 90's, Ceratech established its own brand, ACCURATUS
which is Latin for With Care Precise Accurate.
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Ceratech, in it's long history has provided 'OEM' solutions to many of today's top IT manufacturers. We have
touched nearly every retailer along the way and continue to work with the UK's leading IT Distributors. We
manufacture for many of the leading PC brands whilst servicing the needs of dealers throughout Europe.

As we head towards our 30 millionth sale, our diverse catalogue and ever expanding website can never
display the full wealth of products and knowledge gained within this industry.

Just because you haven't seen it doesn't mean we haven't got it.
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Full Layout Keyboards

260 Hub

At the core of Ceratech's range are the Full Layout Keyboards. Products you expect
to find in a busy office, on the shelves of a local retailer or packed as standard
equipment with a new PC.

The patented Accuratus 260 is the only keyboard with a specific Euro currency key.
Inputting the Euro symbol for many users is difficult and time consuming. This problem
is immediately solved with the 260's dedicated one touch € key. The 260 Euro Hub has
also two USB 2.0 ports giving you extra connectivity right at your finger tips. The keys
are extremely durable and provide excellent feedback.
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Accuratus 260 Professional Keyboard with 2 Port USB2.0 Hub & One Touch Euro Key

Research has shown that 70% of any product evaluation is made through touch and feel.
Of course, word of mouth or personal recommendations play a strong part and of course,
price is often a pre-requisite, however, it is not until the product is in the hands of the user
does the true quality reveal itself.

Full Layout Keyboards

With this in mind the importance of a good quality peripheral becomes clear.
Ceratech's Full Layout Keyboards hit a comfortable balance between price,
performance and enduring good looks.

201
Accuratus 201 Slim Standard Keyboard
The Accuratus 201 from Ceratech is a full size 105 keyboard but with some of the ‘fat’
removed. Using ‘edge to edge’ keys the 201 is ideal where a full size keyboard is required but
where space is limited. As with many other Accuratus keyboards it uses ultra reliable
membrane technology and hard wearing keys which ensures the characters remain fresh
throughout the products life.
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Mice

Non-Corruptible USB Memory

Did you know that the computer mouse is the most handled product in
the world, well ahead of mobile phones, personal stereos and perhaps
knives and forks.

For many years Ceratech have been providing both miniature MP3 players as
well as USB memory sticks.

The aim of a good mouse is to forget it, if you can't then it's either inaccurate or
uncomfortable.

From this range comes a variety of USB devices which offer serious
advantages over regular products.
Take for example the Triple Boot drives which allow you to
power up a PC into it’s operating system, or, the Ultra
Stable drives which cannot be damaged if removed
while the PC is transferring files to it. Great
innovation in little boxes.

1310

Accuratus 1310 Optical Mouse

Full Size Mice

You can't want for much more - perfection in silver. Finding the right mouse is
never easy but the 1310 has the answer. This beautifully designed and
engineered mouse is one of the best mice on the market. With its 3 button
mechanism and centrally mounted scroll wheel, the 1310 mouse makes light
work of the day ahead. Fast, sleek, accurate & reliable are hallmarks of this
fine product.
800dpi

U220
U285 USB Zip & USB HDD Bootable USB Memory with Security Protection

Accuratus Image Mouse with Illuminated Scroll Wheel
Iimage is all important in the mouse business, just as feel
and accuracy play a major part. The Image mouse from
Accuratus blends subtle gloss colours, style and precision
into a mouse you can use on a daily basis. It's low profile
one piece button assembly gives the product an almost
perfect balance.

Like a cheap pair of shoes, not all memory products are the same. The most important
part about a Flash Drive is YOUR DATA. Scrimping on the price is like holding a damp
stick of dynamite buy it once, buy it right. The U285 incorporates patented “NonCorruptible Technology” which prevents the data on the drive from being corrupted.
With USB Zip and USB Hard Disk Booting the U220 has a multitude of plus points over its
competitors.

Non-Corruptible USB Memory

With such a plague of mice on the market it's difficult to know what to
choose. Ceratech have narrowed down the definitive selection from laser to
entry level ball mice. Each one has been tested in the hands of real consumers
and not just selected from an arbitrary list.
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